
Your Access to Experts
assist.interworks.com

YOU’LL HAVE ACCESS TO
SOLUTIONS ARCHITECTS 
Answer questions relating to Tableau’s 
capability within your business landscape

TABLEAU DESKTOP AND 
SERVER TRAINERS 
Expert advice on questions you might 
have about adoption

|   Get started: assist.interworks.com

InterWorks Assist is remote access to Tableau and data experts. 
We provide centralized and on-demand support on your terms. 

DATA ENGINEERS 
Navigate how to connect Tableau to 
databases or model data for analysis

SERVER ENGINEERS 
Insight to cloud and on-premises 
infrastructure challenges and solutions

ANALYTICS CONSULTANTS 
Guidance on building world-class dashboards 
and rolling out expert-level analytics

CALCULATIONS, FILTERING & LOGIC

DASHBOARD & DATA DESIGN

ENABLEMENT & STRATEGY

BEST PRACTICES
Do your dashboards adhere to 
visualization best practices?

Assist can help ensure clear and 
consistent communication of  
your data coupled with visual 
best practices.

WEBINARS
Need a refresher on a topic from training 
or knowledge on a new feature being 
released?

Our team provides monthly webinars 
to help you continue expanding your 
skillsets.

REDESIGN
Do your dashboards lack 
the wow factor? Need some 
custom iconography?

Let our design experts give 
you some fresh ideas as to 
what’s possible.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
Thinking about upgrading? Planning a 
large deployment to new areas of  
our organization?

Let us help you think beyond the now. 
Pulling from our expertise across all 
industries and magnitudes, we can help 
smoothly guide you through.

DATA DESIGN
Having challenges compiling and 
aggregating your data to power 
your visualizations?

Receive data design direction with 
proven methods for aggregation 
and performance.

DATA PLATFORMS
Does your analytics workflow need 
a review? Need a recharge of new 
info now that you’ve adopted a few 
different tools?

Get assistance from our various 
practices and certified professionals 
to keep your analysis and systems 
moving in the right direction.

FILTERING
Quick Filters have your head 
spinning? Dashboard Action 
filters not working as you 
thought they would?

Let’s dive into narrowing the 
focus of your dashboard story.

CALCULATIONS
Level of detail, LOD ... what does it 
mean? How do I create a calculation 
for this KPI? Why can’t I get the right 
percentage when doing a calculation?

We’ll dissect your calculation and 
teach you what you need to do.

FUNCTIONS
Is there a better function than 
what you're currently using? How 
does this new function  
apply here?

We'll broaden your skills through 
real application to your data.

REASONS TO REACH OUT:




